TREE FARM QUILT
Carol Rife—Friday night
Please read the information through
before choosing your fabrics. This pattern uses a jelly roll but you may cut
your own 2-1/2” strips. I even used
strips that weren’t WOF and cut them
up as the pattern specified. The pattern suggests you divide the fabrics by
color. For my Christmas quilts, I chose
predominantly red, predominantly
green, and predominantly beige. They
divided their fabrics into red, green,
black, and ivory.
Please have all your fabrics cut before
class – then we can spend our time
sewing and getting the tops done!
Each tree is made up of a left block and
a right block. Thus you will be cutting fabrics for a total of 24 blocks (12 trees).
I cut my background fabrics first, starting with the 6 border pieces. Then I cut the other pieces and kept them sorted according to their sizes. So you will be ready to do the sew and flip triangles, please mark 144 of the 2-1/2” squares by drawing a line
from one corner to the opposite corner on the wrong side of the square. Keep the marked squares separate from the 24 unmarked squares.
When cutting my tree fabrics I did one tree at a time, laying the pieces on the table so I wouldn’t duplicate fabrics too much in
one tree. I started cutting with the longest piece (2-1/2” x 8-1/2”) then piled the others on top as I cut the shorter pieces.
Once I was finished with one block (Left side of the tree), I started cutting for the other block (Right side of the tree). That way
I could use the fabric more than once in a tree, but it wouldn’t be next to or across from itself. You may want to safety pin
each block’s fabrics together once they are cut. And then put the 2 blocks together for one tree.
Once we get to class, we will lay our fabric piles on the table and start chain sewing to make the blocks. You will receive the
rest of the pattern and directions when you get to class.
It can be confusing when we start piecing the left and right side blocks….you may want to bring extra strips of your fabrics in
case of mistakes.
Other supplies needed:
Basic sewing supplies (thread, needles, sewing machine, seam ripper, scissors, etc.)
Pencil
Cutting mat and cutter
Ruler for cutting flip and sew triangles, squaring up blocks
Nice to have but not necessary – small iron and ironing surface for sew and flip step
Picture of Tree Farm Quilt attached to this sheet
Please contact me with any questions:
Carol Rife 901-752-3957 srife14004@aol.com
See cutting instructions next page

